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Commanding officers[ edit ] Three mounted officers drawn from No 1 Guard give drill commands during the
parade. The Field Officer occupies a central position on the parade ground. The third mounted officer is the
Adjutant. The Garrison Sergeant Major of London District , who is not mounted, coordinates the whole event
on the parade ground and the approach road from The Mall. The massed bands of the Foot Guards number
over musicians. Joining them, since , is the Mounted Band of the Household Cavalry, formed by the 2 merged
Household Cavalry bands. There is also a Corps of Drums from several of the regiments and, on some
occasions, pipe bands of the Scots Guards and Irish Guards. Musicians of the Foot Guards marching along the
Mall , June Summary of the parade design[ edit ] The entire parade is best understood as an exercise of
several elements carried out in slow and quick march time, with the Trooping the Colour phase forming the
centrepiece. Then the massed bands "troop" before the Queen in slow and quick time. A lone drummer breaks
away. The massed bands execute the " Spin Wheel " manoeuvre. As "Escort to the Colour", No. After forming
divisions, Nos. The mounted band then salute the Queen as they walk off. March on[ edit ] Part of the Marker
Detail marching at end of parade. A detail of guardsmen bearing marker flags marches on, to mark the
positions of Nos. These marker flags are the respective company colours from each regiment. Preceded by
their regimental bands, Nos. A snare drummer joins them in the march on. Guards half-companies line up on
the road to Horse Guards Parade to provide security to the Royal Family that will arrive later and to the
marching and mounted contingents. This procession turns at the Guards Memorial , and No. Since then, she
has travelled in a carriage of the Royal Mews. As the carriage passes behind the colour to the trooped, the
head coachman, whip in hand, renders honours to it. The Queen alights at the Saluting Base to start the
ceremonies. The Field Officer commences the Parade with the command: Simultaneously, the Royal Standard
is formally released and flies from the Horse Guards flagpole. This tradition was broken in the parade, as the
salute and the playing of the National Anthem happened as the Queen approached the Saluting Base together
with the Duke of Edinburgh, while the Royal Standard was released at the same time. Inspection of the line[
edit ] The Queen inspects the foot guards, the Royal Colonels following her. The Queen re-enters the carriage
and is driven before and behind the long line of assembled guards, with the Royal Colonels following. The
accompanying marches always carry a flavour of the regiment whose colour is being trooped, lending the
royal inspection a unique atmosphere. For example, if the Welsh Guards are trooping their colour, the music
will include their traditional regimental march, Men of Harlech. While the Queen passes the six companies of
foot guards on her left, a slow march or air is played. Once the phaeton turns around the rear of No. The
inspection completed, the music ceases, and she is conveyed back to the saluting base. Massed bands troop[
edit ] See also: This is not to be confused with the trooping of the colour itself, which occurs later in the
ceremony. Three strikes on a bass drum give the signal for the Massed Bands to start their march. The Guards,
after standing at attention, change arms. The slow march music is traditionally the Waltz from Les Huguenots.
During the quick march, a lone drummer from the Corps of Drums breaks away from the massed bands,
marching to two paces to the right of No. It slopes arms, while the Field Officer directs the other companies
present to change arms and stand at ease. The call having been sounded, the lone drummer returns to the
Massed Bands. Behind him, wearing a white flag belt, the Ensign waits to receive the Colour, standing in front
of No. To the right, the Massed Bands. As Escort for the Colour, No. An orderly takes the pace stick from the
Regimental Sergeant-Major RSM , positioned behind the Escort for the Colour, thus freeing the RSM to draw
his sword - the only time a British Army infantry warrant officer ever does so on parade. The Subaltern then
commands No. Then, led by the Subaltern with the Ensign following, and with the Regimental Sergeant-Major
marching behind the company, the Escort for the Colour quick marches onto the field to " The British
Grenadiers ". A guardsman behind the colour party marches forward towards the Colour Sergeant of the
colour party at the same time during the Escort approaching then hands over the rifle to the Colour Sergeant,
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salutes the colour and leaves the parade ground. The Escort marks time while the Massed Bands "clear the line
of march" [15] and move to the front of the Guards and mark time. Having saluted the colour with his sword,
the Sergeant-Major takes it from the Colour Sergeant, freeing him to change and then slope arms. The RSM
turns, marches to the Ensign, and presents the colour to him. The Ensign salutes the colour with his sword,
sheathes the sword without taking his eyes off the colour, and takes possession of it. Having obtained their
colour, No. The Escort to the Colour and Colour Party slope arms. The Colour Sergeant marches to the right
and to the rear of the Escort. The Subaltern then orders the Escort to change arms and orders the slow march.
Spinwheel of the massed bands[ edit ] As the Escort to the Colour slow-marches down the field towards No.
The massed band therefore pivots on its own centre, so that certain outer ranks and files march long distances
in a hurry while the centre and inner ranks loiter with extreme intent, or merely mark time. Yet others not only
step sideways but backwards as well. Its complexity defies description, and if the truth were known, many of
the participants know not whither they go or, on arrival, how they got there. The spin-wheel is almost an art
form and each performance of it, although similar in essentials, is different in detail. Most of the performers
are adjusting their actions to suit the needs of the spin-wheel of the moment, having adjusted their movements
quite otherwise on other occasions. The colour itself is borne by the Ensign in front of the line of guards, but
the ranks of the Escort interweave with their ranks. Eventually the Escort arrives back at its original position
as no. Their Captain, who had temporarily ceded his command to the Subaltern, resumes his command over
No. The entire parade is now ordered by the Field Officer to slope arms, thus concluding the trooping phase.
Preparing for the march-past[ edit ] From front to back: The Field Officer gives the command, "Officers, take
post. Nos 1 to 5 Guard then about-turn again as the Corps of Drums play. The corners of the field are
negotiated with the complex Left Form manoeuvre. Commands of "Change direction - left! Slow march-past[
edit ] Neutral slow marches start and conclude this section. The guards are preceded past the saluting base by
the Field Officer and the Major of the Parade , who salute the Queen with their swords and eyes right. To the
strains of their distinctive regimental slow marches, each of Nos. The leading company, No. The Queen
acknowledges it with a bow of the head, and the Royal Colonels salute the colour. Quick march-past[ edit ]
For this circuit, the colour is at the rear of the Escort No. Their regimental quick marches are played as each
guard passes before the Queen with eyes right. As with the slow march-past, neutral marches start and
conclude this section. The massed bands, led by the Corps of Drums and the pipes and drums, march away to
allow the mounted bands on to the ground. By then, the foot guards have ended their march, and are now back
in place and dressed. Mounted troops ride past[ edit ] Blues and Royals, one of the two regiments of the
Household Cavalry, in their characteristic red plumes and dark blue uniforms. The now sole Mounted Band of
the Household Cavalry in state dress, led by the two drum horses [21] representing the two constituent
regiments of the Household Cavalry, and the Director of Music of the Household Cavalry, ride slowly on to
the field, traditionally to the tune "Preobrajensky. For the horses, slow and quick time correspond to a
walk-march and a sitting-trot, respectively. Walk-march[ edit ] Salutes are again given to the Queen, and
returned by her and the Royal Colonels to the colours as they pass by. The Royal Horse Artillery, marching to
the "Royal Artillery Slow March" and then the "March from Aida", is first, taking precedence over all other
units when on parade with its guns. The Life Guards, in red jackets and white plumes, are next, followed by
the Blues and Royals, in blue jackets and red plumes. The sequence of regimental marches is: The Life Guards
farrier wears a black plume rather than the usual regimental white. As the standard passes by, it is flourished in
the presence of the Queen, the Duke and the Royal Colonels and after walking past them is recovered.
Trot-past[ edit ] A state trumpeter of either of the two Household Cavalry regiments plays "The Trot" to signal
the beginning of the sitting trot-past. As the trot-past ends the mounted band salutes the Queen, the drumhorse
riders crossing their drumsticks above their heads. They then proceed back to the east side of Horse Guards
Parade and halt in place. During the final Royal Salute, as the parade renders their birthday wishes from all 7
regiments of the Household Division to their colonel-in-chief, the colour of No. The Field Officer, after
forming the parade for the march-off, then rides towards the saluting base, informing the Queen that the
guards are ready to march off the field while the RSM of the Escort returns his sword into his scabbard as an
orderly returns to him his pace stick. At the same time in the Tower of London, the Honourable Artillery
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Company takes its positions in the tower grounds for the special gun salute that will be happen when the
Queen arrives. This gun salute is only done by the HAC during royal anniversaries.
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Many European countries and cultures developed characteristic styles of marches. British marches typically
move at a more stately pace ca. The final strain of a British march often has a broad lyrical quality to it.
Scottish bagpipe music makes extensive use of marches played at a pace of approximately 90 beats per
minute. Many popular marches are traditional and of unknown origin. This provides a very martial quality to
these marches. The low brass is often featured prominently in at least one strain of a German march. To offset
the rhythmic martiality of most of the strains, the final strain the trio often has a lyrical if somewhat bombastic
quality. Swedish marches have many things in common with the German marches, much due to historical
friendship and bonding with states like Prussia , Hessia and, from and on, Germany. The tempo is strict and
lies between and beats per minute. The oom-pah rhythm is common, although it is rarely as distinctive as in a
typical German march. The first bars are nearly always played loudly, followed by a cheerful melody, often
with pronounced countermelodies in the euphoniums and trombones. At least one strain of a Swedish march is
usually dedicated to the low brass, where the tubas also play the melody, with the rest of the instruments
playing on the off-beats. The characteristics of the trio vary from march to march, but the final strain tends to
be grand and loud. French military marches are distinct from other European marches by their emphasis on
percussion and brass, often incorporating bugle calls as part of the melody or as interludes between strains.
Most French marches are in common metre and place a strong percussive emphasis on the first beat of each
measure, hence the characteristic BOOM-whack-whack-whack rhythm. Many, though not all French marches
in particular marches dating from the period of the French Revolution make use of triplet feel; each beat can
be felt as a fast triplet. Almost all Greek marches have choral versions. Many of these marches, in the choral
versions, are also popular patriotic songs, which are taught to Greek children in school and are sung along on
various occasions, such as national holidays and parades. Dutch marches typically feature a heavy intro, often
played by the trombones , euphoniums , drums, and tubas , followed by a lighthearted trio and a reasonably
fast and somewhat bombastic conclusion. Dutch emphasis on low brass is also made clear in that Dutch
military bands use sousaphones , which have a more forward projection of sound, rather than the regular
concert tubas used by most other European military styles. By far, most Dutch military bands perform their
music on foot; however, some Dutch regiments most notably the Trompetterkorps Bereden Wapens carry on a
Dutch tradition in which its historical bicycle infantry had a mounted band, thus playing march music on
bikes. Italian marches have a very light musical feel, often having sections of fanfare or soprano obbligatos
performed with a light coloratura articulation. This frilly characteristic is contrasted with broad lyrical
melodies reminiscent of operatic arias. Uniquely, the Bersaglieri regiments always move at a fast jog, and their
running bands play at this pace, with marches like "Passo di Corsa dei Bersaglieri" Jog March of the
Bersaglieri and "Flick Flock" as great examples. The most characteristic Spanish march form is the pasodoble.
Spanish marches often have fanfares at the beginning or end of strains that are reminiscent of traditional and
popular music. These marches often move back and forth between major and relative minor keys, and often
show a great variation in tempo during the course of the march reminiscent of a prolonged Viennese rubato.
The Soviet period produced a large number of modern marches incorporating both Russian themes and
structure reminiscent of Dutch marches. Frequently in major keys, Soviet marches often span a wide range of
dynamics while maintaining a strong melody well-balanced with the percussion, entering the bombastic range
without overpowering percussion as is common with French marches. American march music[ edit ].
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For instance, we may not be a good shooting team, but we would not have to be if we rebounded well enough
to get the second and third shot every time down the floor. The importance of rebounding cannot be over
emphasized, as it does bring about winning basketball. In our program, we emphasized a few things and
worked everyday to get better at those specific skills. These included our transition offense and defense, our
half-court defense and rebounding. We cover these elements everyday and they remained a focus throughout
each week and month during the season. We emphasize rebounding in every drill and in every full- and
half-court situation. We never take a day off from strengthening our abilities on the boards. Here are the six
elements that make up our philosophy. Former Utah center Michael Doleac was known for his perfect
rebounding stance. He kept his hands at shoulder level, shoulders and feet squared to the basket, and his feet
shoulder distance apart and behind sunk into defensive stance. Players must get wide in the chest and hands
ready for the board and rebound with a wide base. When players return to the floor, they must have their legs
spread so they are strong and in an athletic position for an outlet or a dribble. Always assume a shot will be a
miss. We never want the ball to hit the floor, and we want to consistently rebound the ball above the rimâ€” or
as close as our talent allows. Players should be rebounding with two hands every time. Usually the one-handed
rebounds are nothing more than potential rebounds that never materialize. Go after every rebound. On defense,
we must have five block outs and our guards must rebound down into the elbow areas of the court. On offense,
we send three to the glass and stagger our other two offensive players back to protect against the quick outlet
and fast break. We want players to be physical and make contact every time on the block out. We teach our
players to bump and go get the ball. They should find an offensive player, make contact, then adjust and
release to the ball. Players must rebound out of their area. Most players are area rebounders, but we want our
players to follow the flight of the ball with their eyes, judge its bounce and then get to that area to rebound it
with two hands. Our rebounding effectiveness is not based on drill work but is based on an uncompromising
daily emphasis by all members of our staff. We may compromise a few things along the way, but rebounding
will never be one of them. Here are six rebounding drills we liked to use in our program. Any of these drills
can be run as is, but by keeping score the coach adds a competitive element to their rebounding drills. The
coach shoots consecutively from 10 feet away as many times as he can. After the rebound, take a good shot by
getting the ball to the basket. If not, pass the ball with two hands back to the coach. All three players chase a
loose ball and sprint back to their position for the next shot. Three players are chosen to play defense, and the
other players fill three lines and start at the two blocks and free-throw line. The coach makes an entry pass.
The coach can pass and shoot in this drill. Each possession starts with the coach entering the ball. Rebound
Area Drill This is a 1-on-1 drill where players start 10 feet from the basket. The defender takes the normal
guarding position and the coach shoots the ball, which initiates a block out. The rebounder must initiate
contact, hold off opponent, release to the ball with two hands and land with a wide base. Toughness Drill This
is a three-man drill where the coach or manager shoots the ball and misses. All three players in the foul-lane
area go after the rebound. The player who gets the rebound tries to put it back into the basket. The other two
players try to stop him any way they can within the bounds of normal play. Superman Drill The best
conditioning drill for rebounding ever invented. Place one player with the ball at the second foul-line marker.
He must throw the ball over the rim to the opposite corner of the backboard. The player then races across the
lane to retrieve the ball before it hits the floor. If the player catches the ball inside the lane area, it does not
count as a rebound. Upon catching the ball, the player lands with good body balance, pivots inward toward the
right and throws the ball off the opposite corner. He then races across to retrieve the ball before it hits the
floor. This movement is continued for a one-minute period. War Drill We begin by placing five defensive
players in the paint under the basket and five offensive players spread out along the perimeter. Offensive
players can do anything they want to secure the ball. If the defense rebounds the ball, the sequence is over.
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The offense looks to score the ball if it gets the rebound.
Chapter 4 : Viking Update: Drill Team Wins at The Citadel!
Watch Joey Gatewood, Jarrett Stidham and the Auburn QBs run drills during day 1 of spring practice - Duration: Auburn
Tigers on blog.quintoapp.com 20, views.

Chapter 5 : Marching | News, Videos & Articles - FloMarching
Power rebounding: Drills and strategies for improvement By Shane Dreiling, assistant coach, Wichita East High School,
Kansas Many coaches agree that rebounding is the most important phase of basketball when it's weighed in comparison
to offense or defense.

Chapter 6 : Trooping the Colour - Wikipedia
NRD Portland recruiters worked in various areas supporting the drill meet, said retired Master Chief Donny Jackson, the
Crook County High School Naval Science instructor.

Chapter 7 : Real Madrid Pressing and Counter-Attacking | Soccer Coaching Drills and Football Training Tip
If you want your players to improve their hitting, see our volleyball spiking drills to improve your game. The volleyball
hitting drills on The Art of Coaching are lead by top expert coaches in the sport.

Chapter 8 : Volleyball Team Drills - Learn Pepper & Other Practice Drills
"72 FREE Basketball Drills That Will Keep Your Players Working Hard and Help You Develop a Winning Basketball
Team!" Get your free page eBook loaded with 72 of the best basketball drills that you'll find anywhere.

Chapter 9 : th Training Squadron wins drill competition > Goodfellow Air Force Base > Article Display
Winning Defensive Line Drills is one of the most comprehensive. Winning Special Teams Drills book and now he has
written another sound blog.quintoapp.com add interest to drill and to lessen fatigue on long marches, movements
between right and left shoulder.
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